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gameplay repetitivo e simples demais.. Really fun, it's definitely worth the $5 and a must buy for $3. if I had to compare this to
other games, I would say it's like Nestalgia and Enter the Gungeon had a baby (in terms of like, aesthetic, loot, etc - oh, but
minus the infantile developer running Nestalgia). I wish there were more classes (with more skills - the skill "trees" are relatively
restrictive but pretty straightforward and allow enough points for customization to feel like the character is somewhat yours) and
more content (dungeoneering, and boss battles like the one vs lord wellington are fun); but, overall I am having a lot of fun
playing - just wish there was more of everything . I think the addition of pvp in the game was somewhat pointless as the combat
is so simplistic and the playerbase isn't there for it obviously (will never get the 1000 players killed achievement. actually,
maybe not even the minimum version of the pvp achievement, lol) - I felt like this was a step in the wrong direction and instead
more pve content should have been included because that is where the game shines. the overworld map is extremely empty and
just cluttered with stuff to run into - it was mostly fun exploring the areas though. wish there was a way to turn off the ghetto
gradient lighting though on certain maps (like wellington's map) because I am not sure if that's what's hurting my eyes so badly
or if I'm developing glaucoma. game's fun for a few hours. if you don't roll warrior, at least from my experience.. Buy it but be
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forewarned! The game is good but its a shallow experience. Buy 2 copies so you can play with a friend since the 1 player
experience is short and sweet but with no replayability. Mute the music as well, you will know why I say that in very short order
when you play. With the few negatives out of the way the game is fun, I am honestly surprised. I was playing Streetfighter 5
online and the many, many problems with the online connectivity just made me give up. Disenfranchaised with my wasted
money, I decided to just randomly buy this game. The reason I mention this is because I just don't understand how this little
indie team can get matchmaking and lagless online play so perfect yet triple A studios like Capcom just, can't . Its truly
amazing, the game works right out of the box, the online works, it is just such a breath of fresh air it reminds me why I do enjoy
playing games! But enough gushing, is it any good? Its middle of the road. You see, every class shares the same stats which are
more health, more mana, more crit and finally more attack. This means a warrior is no better or stronger than a priest. This
creates a weird situation where you are better off picking the wizard since they have the longest range in the game because
everyone is equally as strong and defensive as each other. This also makes leveling up pointless because you don't distribute stat
points either and equipment doesn't seem level based, if you find an item then that seems to be all that matters, you are good to
wear it. I don't mind the latter point since lets be honest we are all about the fat loot but the game is super simple and is much
closer to a twin stick shooter (which it probably should have been) than a diablo clone. I might sound negative but I did have fun
playing the game. I know if I was playing solo that I would get bored quickly and I recommend if you do fancy this game that
you have a friend or two who you can play it with. Its certainly cheap enough that its shortcomings are outweighed by the fun to
be had and again to stress that the netcode is neigh perfect which I respect. Join Grumpy reviews for all your gaming needs
http://steamcommunity.com/groups/grumpyreviews. really fun and enjoyable. I highly recommend.. This game is pretty much
worth the $5 I payed for it. Despite the fact that the online has no players and you can complete the story in a 4 hour sitting, this
game is a fun dungeon crawler that runs well and plays well. This game is also pretty great for people who love games that are
splitscreen co-op, like me. Honestly, I'd like to see more players online on this game. I could not find a single server, and if
you're looking to sell/collect trading cards, it looks like only 4 or so people have them up for sale. This makes some cards 35
cents and nobody's gonna buy it. I'm hoping that this game gets more attention and sales so the playerbase isn't looking like a
few hundred people who only beat the story and that's it.. if I had to compare this to other games, I would say it's like Nestalgia
and Enter the Gungeon had a baby (in terms of like, aesthetic, loot, etc - oh, but minus the infantile developer running
Nestalgia). I wish there were more classes (with more skills - the skill "trees" are relatively restrictive but pretty straightforward
and allow enough points for customization to feel like the character is somewhat yours) and more content (dungeoneering, and
boss battles like the one vs lord wellington are fun); but, overall I am having a lot of fun playing - just wish there was more of
everything . I think the addition of pvp in the game was somewhat pointless as the combat is so simplistic and the playerbase
isn't there for it obviously (will never get the 1000 players killed achievement. actually, maybe not even the minimum version of
the pvp achievement, lol) - I felt like this was a step in the wrong direction and instead more pve content should have been
included because that is where the game shines. the overworld map is extremely empty and just cluttered with stuff to run into -
it was mostly fun exploring the areas though. wish there was a way to turn off the ghetto gradient lighting though on certain
maps (like wellington's map) because I am not sure if that's what's hurting my eyes so badly or if I'm developing glaucoma.
game's fun for a few hours. if you don't roll warrior, at least from my experience.. Game is dead & Pretty lame to be honest. oh
well.. Bought it, installed it, game wouldn't progress past the loading screen, got my refund. If it gets fixed I'll try it again. Looks
like fun.. Really fun, it's definitely worth the $5 and a must buy for $3
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